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Abstract. We address property-based attestation in the context of an
in-vehicle communication system called Terminal Mode that allows mo-
bile devices to “stream” services, such as navigation or music, to car
head-units. In Terminal Mode, attestation of the mobile device is needed
to enforce driver distraction regulations and traditional binary attes-
tation is not applicable due to frequently needed measurement updates
and limited connectivity of car head-units. We present a novel attestation
scheme that bootstraps from existing application certification infrastruc-
tures available on mobile device platforms, and thus avoids the need to
setup and maintain a new service that provides translation from soft-
ware measurements to properties, and consequently makes realization of
property-based attestation economically feasible.

1 Introduction

Embedded computers on modern car head-units are capable of running various
applications such as navigation services or digital music libraries. By utilizing
integrated displays, speakers and user input controls on cars usage of such ap-
plications is convenient even while driving. Like any other software system such
applications benefit from frequent software updates (e.g., bug fixes and new
features) and new content (e.g., updated map data or new music). On-demand
software updates and content downloads to car head-units may be difficult to re-
alize since cars typically have limited Internet connectivity. On the other hand,
mobile devices, such as phones, are well-connected and frequent software and
content updates are a matter of course. Additionally, a much wider range of ap-
plications is typically available for mobile devices than for car head-units. Thus,
a natural approach is to let a mobile device provide, or “stream,” application
content to the car head-unit and to use the displays, speakers and user input
mechanisms integrated to the cars for optimal user experience. Terminal Mode
[6] is a recent industry standard that specifies such an in-vehicle communication
system.

A system like Terminal Mode raises obvious driving safety concerns. Stud-
ies have shown that driver distraction due to usage of in-vehicle information
systems is a major contributing factor to traffic accidents [5]. To limit driver
distraction, regulatory authorities and automotive industry bodies have issued
various regional recommendations and requirements for in-vehicle information



systems [33]. While there is no single, globally accepted set of requirements that
would be directly applicable to a system like Terminal Mode, representatives
of the automotive industry required that the Terminal Mode system should ad-
dress the following two issues: First, the car-head unit should present to the user
only information that it has received from a device that has been authorized
by the user. This requirement can be easily fulfilled by relying on secure pair-
ing and first-connect mechanisms available on the most widely used short-range
connections, e.g., Bluetooth Secure Simple Pairing [29] or WiFi Protected Setup
[2]. Second, the car head-unit needs reliable means to learn the type of content
streamed to it in order to enforce any applicable driver distraction regulation.
For example, the head-unit might disallow video content while the vehicle is in
motion. Thus, the head-unit needs to verify, or attest, the trustworthiness of
the software component on the mobile device that provides such content type
information.

During the past decade hardware-based “trusted execution environments”
(TrEEs) have started to become widely available in commodity mobile devices.
Many current mobile phones support integrated security architectures like M-
Shield [30] and TrustZone [4] that augment the mobile device central process-
ing unit with secure storage and isolated execution capabilities. The Trusted
Computing Group (TCG) has specified a security element called the Trusted
Platform Module (TPM) [32] that provides pre-defined hardware-based security
operations. For mobile devices the equivalent is called Mobile Trusted Module
(MTM) [13]. Whereas the TPM is always a separate security processor, the
MTM interface can be implemented on top of a general-purpose TrEE, such as
M-Shield or TrustZone.

The TCG standards include a mechanism called “remote attestation” [32]
that allows an attesting device to prove the current (software) configuration of
the attesting device to a remote verifier. In a typical remote attestation process,
a trusted software component on the attesting device measures other software
components that are executed on the same device and accumulates these mea-
surements into so called Platform Configuration Registers (PCRs) of the TrEE.
A signature calculated with a TrEE-resident key over the PCRs proves to the
verifier the software configuration the attesting device is running.

Such “binary attestation” has well-known drawbacks. Modern computing de-
vices consist of large number of software components that must be updated
frequently. To be able to verify the trustworthiness of the attesting device the
verifier must know the exact measurement of each trustworthy software compo-
nent. For many use cases this assumption does not hold true. For example in
the Terminal Mode system the mobile device might be manufactured after the
car head-unit has been shipped, and the applications on the mobile device may
be updated frequently, but deploying frequent software measurement updates to
car-head units is not always practical due to the limited connectivity.

Another well-known drawback of binary attestation is loss of privacy. For
example in Terminal Mode, the car-head unit only wants to guarantee that the
content it receives has been assigned correct type information. Attesting exact



software measurements of the mobile device leaks more information about the
attesting mobile device than is necessary to ensure driving safety. (Since head-
units typically have limited connectivity, such information leakage may not be
considered harmful in this particular use case.)

To address these drawbacks of binary attestation, several researchers have
proposed attestation of high-level properties instead of exact measurements [25],
[23], [7], [19], [8], [17], [16]. In “property-based attestation” a trusted authority
defines and maintains mappings from approved software component measure-
ments to more high-level properties, e.g., in the form of signed property cer-
tificates. The attesting device, or another device acting as a trusted attestation
proxy, can report these properties instead of exact measurements to the verifier
based on the matching property certificates.

Despite many research papers, property-based attestation has not seen wide-
scale deployment. We feel that the primary reason for this is that there has
not been a concrete use case in which deployment of property-based attestation
is both highly needed and practical to realize. All property-based attestation
schemes are based on the assumption that there exists a trusted authority that
defines and maintains mappings from acceptable software measurements to prop-
erties. Without a concrete use case it is unclear what the exact requirements for
a property-based attestation scheme are, what exact properties should be at-
tested, and most importantly, which entity would have the required business
incentive to set up and maintain such a translation service, especially since due
to the large number of software components and frequent software updates on
current devices running such a translation service is a non-trivial task.

Another drawback of existing property-based attestation schemes is that at-
testing an unlimited number of properties with a limited number of registers
requires that multiple properties are accumulated into a single register. For suc-
cessful attestation verification all accumulated properties must be reported to
the verifier which leaks more information about the attesting device than is
necessary.

Contributions. The primary contributions of this paper are two-fold: First,
we have identified a concrete use case, the Terminal Mode system, in which
property-based attestation is needed to enforce driver distraction regulation. Bi-
nary attestation is not applicable to Terminal Mode because of frequent software
updates on mobile devices and the difficulty to issue updated measurements to
car head-units due to their limited connectivity. Second, we present a novel
property-based attestation scheme that bootstraps from existing mobile appli-
cation certification infrastructures, and thus eliminates the need for setting up
and maintaining a new trusted authority that defines translation from exact
software measurements to properties, and consequently makes deployment of
property-based attestation feasible. We describe two variants of our attestation
scheme: one for TrEEs that support secure execution of arbitrary code and a
TCG-compliant variant for TrEEs that are limited to MTM functionality. Our
scheme provides attestation of mobile applications and we show how application-
specific content attestation can be built on top. We have implemented both of
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these variants on mobile phones with M-Shield TrEE by taking advantage of
the Symbian Signed application signing infrastructure and the platform security
architecture available on Symbian OS devices. We also discuss how our attesta-
tion scheme can be implemented on other mobile platforms. The TCG-variant
of our attestation scheme has been included as part of the recent Terminal Mode
industry standard [6].

The secondary contribution of this paper is a simple register re-use technique
that allows unlimited number of properties to be attested independently of each
other with a single register, and thus preserves privacy of the attesting device,
since only the property that the verifier is interested in must be reported to the
verifier.

2 Assumptions and Objectives

Assumptions. The entities involved in the attestation process are shown in
Figure 1. We assume that the attesting device has a hardware-based TrEE. The
TrEE may either support secure execution of arbitrary manufacturer signed code
or it may be limited to MTM functionality. The TrEE is equipped with a statis-
tically unique asymmetric device key SKD. The public part of this key PKD has
been issued a certificate CertD by a trusted authority. The TrEE is also equipped
with a symmetric key K that can be used for sealing (local authenticated encryp-
tion). For MTM TrEE, the asymmetric device key is called Attestation Identity
Key (AIK) and the symmetric sealing key Storage Root Key (SRK).1

We assume that the attesting device has an operating system (OS) security
framework with a permission-based security model in which access to system ser-
vices can be limited either in terms of permission or application identifiers. The
OS security framework enables the called system service to reliably determine the
1 The TPM specifications define SRK as an asymmetric key. The MTM specifications

allow implementation of SRK as a symmetric key, as well.



identity of the calling application. We assume that the application identities are
assigned by a (central) trusted authority and verified with code signing during
application installation. The OS security framework provides runtime isolation
between applications and isolated storage for each application. We assume that
the integrity of the OS security framework itself is protected with secure boot,
i.e., the TrEE enforces that only manufacturer signed OS images are booted.
For more information on security frameworks and secure boot on current mobile
platforms see e.g. [18].

The attesting device has a trusted software component called Attestation
Service. There may be any number of attested applications on the device. Each
attested application has an application identity assigned by a central application
signing infrastructure and its own application-specific key pair SKA/PKA. The
private part of this key SKA can be kept within the TrEE. We assume that the
verifier device has a trust root for verifying the device certificate CertD of the
attesting device.

Threat model. The attacker may have any of the following capabilities:

– “Software attacker” can install any applications on the attesting device and
reset the device.

– “Physical attacker” can read and modify any data persistently stored on the
file system of the attesting device when the attesting device is turned off.

– “Communication attacker” can control all communication between the at-
testing device and the remote verifier according to the typical Dolev-Yao
model [9].

On the attesting device, the trusted computing base (TCB) consists of the
TrEE and the OS security framework. The attacker cannot read or modify se-
crets stored or alter any computation that takes place within the TrEE of the
attesting device. The attacker cannot compromise the OS security framework of
the attesting device at runtime either.

Objectives. The attestation scheme should enable the verifier to verify that
the application that it is communicating with on the attesting device complies
with a chosen property. In the context of Terminal Mode, this is needed so
that the verifier may trust content type information provided by the attested
application. More precisely, the attestation scheme should fulfill the following
objectives:

– Attestation trustworthiness : The verifier should only accept attestations of
application properties reported by a trusted Attestation Service, i.e., the
attacker should not be able to report false properties.

– Attestation freshness : The attackermust not be able to replay old attestations.
– Attestation binding : The attestation of an application should be securely

bound to the subsequent communication between the attested application
and the verifier, i.e., the attacker must not be able to masquerade as a
previously attested application.

– Attestation independence: Attesting one application property should not dis-
close information about other properties of the same or another application
on the attesting device.
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3 Attestation Scheme

Our attestation scheme bootstraps from existing application certification infras-
tructures. Instead of maintaining mappings from exact software measurements
to properties, the trusted Attestation Service component on the attesting de-
vice maintains mappings from application identifiers issued by the application
signing infrastructure to properties. The Attestation Service component deter-
mines the identity of the attested application using the underlying OS security
framework. An application-specific key is appended to the reported property for
attestation binding.

3.1 Attestation Protocol

Figure 2 shows the attestation protocol for TrEEs that support execution of
arbitrary code.

1. The verifier picks a random nonce n, saves it for later verification, and sends
the nonce to the attested application.

2. Each application may match multiple properties. The attested application
picks the property p that should be attested and calls an attestation function
Attest() from the Attestation Service with the nonce n, the property p and
an application-specific public key PKA as parameters.

3. The Attestation Service determines the identity of the calling attested appli-
cation and checks if the requested property matches the application identity



in a translation table that contains list of properties for each application
identity. If the property matches, the Attestation Service calls Attest() func-
tion from the TrEE with the property p, the nonce n and a hash of PKA as
parameters.

4. The TrEE signs a concatenation of the received parameters using the device
private key SKD. The resulting attestation signature sig is returned to the
Attestation Service.

5. The Attestation Service returns the attestation signature sig and the device
certificate CertD to the attested application.

6. The attested application sends these parameters together with the property
p and the application-specific public key PKA to the verifier. The verifier
checks that the device certificate CertD validates with respect to a trust root
available on the verifier. The verifier validates the attestation signature sig
using the public key extracted from CertD and verifies that the signature
contains the expected nonce n, the received property p and a matching hash
of PKA. If this is true, the verifier accepts the attestation of property p and
saves the application public key PKA for later use.

7. The attested application may use the application-specific key to authenticate
all subsequent communication with the verifier. One approach is to sign
all sent application data appData with the private part of the application-
specific key SKA and append the resulting signature appSig to the message.
Another alternative is to establish a client-authenticated TLS connection
using the application-specific key.

3.2 Attestation Protocol for MTM TrEEs

Figure 3 shows the attestation protocol for MTM TrEEs. We assume that a fixed
Platform Configuration Register (PCR) is reserved for application attestation on
the TrEE of the attesting device. All attested properties are accumulated into
that register, but instead of reporting all accumulated properties to the verifier,
the PCR is extended with a random value for each attestation, and the random
value is reposted together with the extended property to allow independent
attestation of properties.

1. The verifier picks a random nonce n, saves it for later use, and sends the
nonce n to the attested application.

2. The attested application picks the property p that should be attested and calls
Attest() function from the Attestation Service with the nonce n, the property
p and the application public key PKA as the parameters. The Attestation Ser-
vice checks the identity of the calling application and checks if the requested
property matches the application identifier in its translation table.

3. The Attestation Service picks a random value r and extends the reserved
PCR with r by calling TPM Extend().

4. The TPM Extend() command returns the current PCR value. The Attesta-
tion Service saves this value for later use as old.

5. The Attestation Service extends the same PCR by calling TPM Extend()
function. As a parameter, the Attestation Service uses a hash calculated
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over the concatenation of property p and the public application key PKA.
The return value is ignored.

6. The Attestation Service signs this extended PCR value by calling TPM Quote
with the nonce n as parameter. Additional TPM PCR SELECTION parame-
ter is used to define that the signature should be calculated over the reserved
PCR.

7. The TrEE constructs a TPM PCR COMPOSITE structure and signs it using
the SKD (AIK). The composite structure and the resulting signature sig are
returned to the Attestation Service.

8. The Attestation Service returns these parameters together with the saved
PCR value old and the device certificate CertD (AIK certificate) to the at-
tested application.

9. The attested application sends these values, the property p, PKA and CertD to
the verifier. First, the verifier validates the device certificate CertD. Then, the
verifier checks that the received TPM PCR COMPOSITE structure matches
a structure that would result when TPM PCRVALUE old is extended with
a hash calculated over p and PKA. After that, the verifier validates the at-
testation signature sig. If all these conditions hold true, the verifier accepts
the attestation of property p and saves PKA for authentication of subsequent
communication with the attested application.



4 Implementation

We have implemented both variants of our attestation scheme for Nokia phones
running Symbian OS with M-Shield TrEE in the context of the Terminal Mode
system.

TrEE implementation. M-Shield is a security architecture for mobile de-
vices in which the central processing unit of the device is augmented with secure
storage and execution. In M-Shield, the pieces of code that are executed within
the TrEE are called Protected Applications (PAs). We have implemented three
PAs. Our first PA creates the needed device key, seals it for local storage and
runs a device certification protocol according to the TCG Privacy CA principles
[32] with a CA we have implemented. The second PA implements attestation
signatures for our first protocol variant using the sealed device key.

The third PA implements a subset of MTM functionality needed for the MTM
protocol variant. During the first invocation this PA creates an MTM state struc-
ture within the TrEE. The state structure is sealed for persistent storage on the
OS side and a hash of the state is saved inside the TrEE in volatile secure
memory. During subsequent invocations of the same PA, this hash is compared
to a loaded state to prevent state modifications outside the TrEE. After each
operation an updated state hash is stored inside the TrEE. The TPM Extend()
operation updates the state with the new PCR value. The TPM Quote() oper-
ation unseals the device key and signs the chosen PCR selection with it using
formats defined in the TPM and MTM specifications. We use the Symbian OS
security framework to enforce that only trusted operating system components,
i.e. components with manufacturer vendor identity, are allowed to use these PAs.

Symbian implementation. We have implemented the Attestation Service
as a Symbian server component. The Attestation Service has a translation table,
in the form of a text file, that contains list of properties for pre-defined Symbian
application identifiers. This table is stored in so called “private directory” of
the Attestation Service component—Symbian security framework provides an
isolated storage mechanism called private directory for each application and
system server. The Attestation Service determines the identity of the attested
applications using the Symbian inter-process communication (IPC) framework
that allows the called server process to determine the application identifier of the
calling application. The Attestation Service component itself has manufacturer
vendor identity that allows it to access our PAs.

Terminal Mode integration. A straight-forward design choice would have
been to directly attest each application on the mobile device that “streams”
data to the car head-unit. The drawback of such an approach is that changes
would have been needed to many applications, since each application would have
had to implement the attestation protocol. For Terminal Mode deployment we
wanted to re-use existing applications as much as possible, and thus we chose a
hierarchical attestation approach in which the mobile device attests the Termi-
nal Mode system core components using our attestation scheme, and these core
components in turn attest, or label, the content sent through them by different



applications. The content labeling must be integrity protected using keys bound
during attestation.

The Terminal Mode system uses several widely used protocols for commu-
nication between mobile devices and car head-units. Universal Plug and Play
(UPnP) [10] is used for service discovery and remote control of applications on
the mobile device from the car head-unit. Virtual Network Computing (VNC)
and Remote Framebuffer (RFB) protocol [24] are used for streaming applica-
tion video and Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) [27] is used for streaming
application audio from the mobile device to the head-unit. In our implemen-
tation, the mobile device attests the in-device server processes that implement
these protocols. Thus, the attested properties are names of Terminal Mode core
components, such as TerminalMode:UPnP-Server and TerminalMode:VNC-Server.
Each attested property is prefixed with a use case specific label to prevent col-
lisions with attestations for use cases.

Each of these Terminal Mode core components maintains a list of known ap-
plication identifiers and matching application categories, such as Navigation or
Music. When an application sends data to the car head-unit, the mediating and
already attested Terminal Mode core component labels the data accordingly. The
identity of the active application is determined from IPC calls between applica-
tions and Terminal Mode core components.2 In case of UPnP communication,
the integrity of such content labeling is protected by signing the sent UPnP
messages with the UPnP server specific key that was bound to the attestation
of the UPnP server component. We use standard XML signatures. Transfer of
frame buffers generates large amount of traffic and thus creating an asymmetric
signature over each frame update causes an unacceptable performance overhead.
Instead, the car head-unit picks a symmetric session key, encrypts that using the
public key that was bound to the attestation of the VNC server, and sends the
encrypted key to the VNC server which may then create symmetric signatures
(HMAC-SHA-256) over frame buffer updates.

5 Analysis

Objective analysis. A noteworthy aspect of our attestation scheme is that the
Attestation Service does not measure and report the entire OS, as is typically
done in TCG-style attestation. Instead, we rely on availability of secure boot
on the attesting device. The verification of the device certificate guarantees that
the attested device originates from a trusted manufacturer and on such devices
only trusted OS images are booted. Thus, it is sufficient to only measure and
attest the application at hand.

Our first objective was attestation trustworthiness. The verifier should accept
attestations of properties that have only been reported by a trusted Attestation
2 Transfer of video content is an exception. The VNC server sends system frame buffer

updates without communicating with the application directly. For content labeling,
the the VNC server can determine the identity of currently active application with
a Symbian OS system call that reports application currently holding the screen.



Service. In our scheme attestation signatures are made with a TrEE-based device
key. The attacker does not have direct access to TrEE-resident secrets. We limit
software-based access to these keys to software components that have manufac-
turer vendor identifier, and assume that other system components with the same
identifier do not use the device key for signing arbitrary data that could be used
as false attestations. The application identifiers used by the Attestation Service
are provided by the OS security framework. For the integrity of this framework,
we rely on secure boot.

The attestation trustworthiness also relies on the integrity of the Attestation
Service itself, the integrity of the translation table maintained by it, and the
integrity of the attested application code, i.e., the attacker must not be able
to modify the attested application after successful attestation. The integrity of
all of these is guaranteed by the OS level security framework against a soft-
ware attacker. In our implementation platform, Symbian OS, the integrity of
the translation table can be protected against offline attacks of a physical at-
tacker by sealing it with a TrEE-resident key. The integrity of the Attestation
Service itself can be enforced with TrEE-based secure boot.

Our second objective, attestation freshness, is easily fulfilled with the use of
random nonce in both of the attestation protocols. To meet our third objec-
tive, attestation binding, we use a well-known technique to include a hash of
application-specific public key to the measurement that is signed and reported
(see e.g. [12,11] for more details on binding attestation to subsequent commu-
nication). The private part of the application-specific key must not leak to the
attacker. Against software attackers it is sufficient to use the means provided by
the OS security framework, i.e., in Symbian we can store the private key to the
private directory of the application. To protect against physical attackers the key
should be sealed in TrEE. If TrEE-based sealing is not available to applications,
an alternative is to create an ephemeral application-specific key after each boot
and discard it when the device is powered off.

In our implementation, we attest the Terminal Mode system core components
that in turn attest or label application-specific data sent via them with matching
application categories. Thus, the implementation must preserve integrity of the
application category configuration files maintained by these Terminal Mode core
components as well. Again, for software attackers we rely on application-specific
storage provided by the OS security framework, for physical attackers TrEE-
based sealing must be used.

Our last objective, attestation independence, is not an issue in our first pro-
tocol version. For the MTM protocol variant we apply simple PCR re-use tech-
nique. Instead of reporting all properties accumulated to the dedicated PCR, we
extend the PCR with a random value and only report this random value and
the property that has been extended to the PCR after that.

Deployment analysis. Traditional property-based attestation schemes are
based on the assumption that there exists a trusted entity that maintains map-
pings from approved software measurements to properties. Maintaining such a
translation service is a tedious task if the attested software components are



updated frequently and originate from various sources, as is the case with most
application level software on mobile devices today. Our approach bootstraps
from existing application certification infrastructures, and thus in our attestation
scheme we only need to maintain a translation table from application identifiers
to properties. When mobile applications are updated, the applications identi-
fiers remain unchanged, and consequently no changes to the translation table
are needed.

In the Terminal Mode system the translation table maintained by the Attes-
tation Service component is constant, since the set of attested properties, the
Terminal Mode core components, is fixed. The attested software components
maintain their own translation tables that contain identifiers of known appli-
cations and matching application categories. These tables need to be updated
whenever a new application is added to or removed from the list. Such updates
are expected to be considerably less frequent compared to software updates to
the applications themselves.

The Terminal Mode system is an industry standard that should be applicable
to all major mobile device platforms. The MTM-based variant of our attesta-
tion protocol can be implemented in variety of mobile devices, including devices
with M-Shield or TrustZone TrEE, MTM TrEE, or even purely software-based
implementations relying on OS level security and device authentication are pos-
sible. Naturally, purely software based implementations are not resistant against
physical attackers.

Our implementation is based on Symbian application signing infrastructure
and OS security framework, but the same protocol can be implemented for other
mobile platforms as well. For example the MSSF security framework [15] used in
MeeGo devices provides similar IPC mechanism that allows the called process to
determine the identity of the calling process (assigned by a trusted authority).
Also Windows Phone OS and iOS platforms are based on centralized application
signing infrastructures. Although the internals of these platforms are not public,
most likely similar attestation could be implemented on those platforms as well.
Android platform is not based on centralized application signing infrastructure,
instead most applications are self-signed. On Android devices, the Attestation
Service would need to maintain mappings from signing key and application iden-
tity pairs to properties. The Attestation Service itself could be implemented as
part of the virtual machine that runs the Android applications (similar to the
designs reported in in [14] and [22]).

6 Related Work

Binary attestation. Using a trusted software entity to measure other, un-
trusted software components is by no means a new invention. The concept of
software measurement based secure boot was introduced in the early 90’s [20]
and concrete bootstrapping architectures were built later in the same decade
(see e.g. [3]). The Trusted Computing Group (TCG), and its predecessor the
Trusted Computing Platform Alliance (TCPA), standardized the notion of soft-
ware measurement based authenticated boot and binary attestation [32]. While



the basic TCG-attestation is limited to measuring the booted operating system
components, architectures exist for measuring loaded applications during system
runtime as well [26], and binding application produced data to the attestation
of applications [28]. The current PC processors allow security-critical parts of
applications to be measured, executed in isolation, and attested to a remote
verifier [21].

Property-based attestation. Attesting high-level properties of native soft-
ware components based on TPM technology was first proposed in [25]. Based
on this concept researchers have proposed various property-based attestation
schemes for TPM-based platforms ranging from provably secure protocols [7] to
schemes that do not require a trusted third party (the attesting device and the
remote verifier agree on the attested properties directly) [8], utilize a trusted
proxy [23], or bundle multiple attestation requests into a single signature op-
eration for better scalability [31]. Implementation of an operating system boot
loader that is enhanced with a translation table that provides mappings from
measurements to properties is described in [19] and further developed in [17].

In the context of managed code running on virtual machines, property-based
attestation, or “semantic attestation,” was first proposed in [14]. In their ap-
proach a trusted virtual machine determines properties of applications based on
byte code inspection and application runtime monitoring. Attestation based on
static analysis and runtime monitoring has been proposed for native code as well
[16]. Similar concepts are discussed also in [1].

The Mobile Trusted Module (MTM) specifications introduce a concept of
Reference Integrity Metric (RIM) certificates [13]. A RIM certificate contains a
software measurement reference value and a matching identifier, e.g. a property,
that should be extended to an MTM register when such a software component
is loaded. Thus, RIM certificates can be used to implement property-based at-
testation on mobile devices.

Attestation on mobile devices. Recently binary attestation has been im-
plemented for Android devices [22]. In Android, applications run on top of Java-
based Dalvik virtual machine (VM). Traditional TCG-style measurements are
used to attest the trustworthiness of the VM which in turn measures either entire
Android applications or individual Java classes that are loaded. The measure-
ments are accumulated into a single PCR of a software-based minimal TPM
implementation that is included to the kernel.

The primary difference between all of the above mentioned attestation ap-
proaches and our scheme is that we bootstrap from existing application certi-
fication infrastructures, and thus with our scheme it is sufficient to maintain a
translation from application identities to properties. There are also noticeable
difference in the amount of code that is attested. While in most the TPM-based
approaches, e.g. [25,19,17], the entire OS is measured and attested, in our ap-
proach the integrity of the OS is guaranteed with secure boot, and thus it is
sufficient to measure and attest only the application at hand. In that sense, our
approach bears similarities to [14] in which a trusted virtual machine attest byte
code applications.



7 Summary

In this paper we have presented a novel attestation scheme that bootstraps from
existing application certification infrastructures, and thus makes deployment of
property-based attestation practical to realize. This attestation mechanism has
been included to the recent Terminal Mode industry standard and the deploy-
ment is currently on-going to mobile devices and car head-units from multiple
manufacturers.

We acknowledge Jörg Brakensiek and Matthias Benesch for intoruducing us
to the problem and for their feedback during the design.
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